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The phase evaluation is not perfect by using three kinds of existing multi-image phase retrieval methods. The 

amplitude-phase retrieval scheme is employed for initializing the input of the Multi-stage algorithm to obtain a 

robust result. The synthesized axial multi-image phase retrieval technique is able to be highly accurate convergent 

with continuous phase distribution of [0, 2 𝜋] and random phase distribution of [0, 𝜋], which is also demonstrated 

to have sharper edge for reconstructed phase map in experiment. This paper will provide a powerful and useful 

guidance for axial multi-image phase retrieval. 
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. Introduction 

Iterative phase retrieval has been a powerful tool to reconstruct the

omplex amplitude of sample by the back-and-forth beam propagation

etween the measuring plane and the sample plane with the addition

f different constraints. To date, iterative phase retrieval technique has

een successfully applied in encryption [1,2] , electron microscopy [3] ,

uantum imaging [4] , super-resolution imaging [5] . As the origin of iter-

tive phase retrieval algorithm, Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm [6] re-

onstructs the phase of sample with a pair of known amplitude distribu-

ion at the sample plane and the measuring plane. Its low convergence

peed and much sensitivity to the initial value, however, restrict its ap-

lication. Moreover, another limitation of GS algorithm lies on that the

mplitude distribution of sample has to be determined, which usually

mposes more complexity in experimental setup. Thus, based on the ori-

in, hybrid input output (HIO) algorithm [7] was brought up by using

he support constraint to increase the convergence speed. In spite of

igher convergence speed and high precision, both algorithms require

hat the support constraint should be tight. 

To overcome these limitations, multi-image phase retrieval algo-

ithms have been proposed [8–18] afterwards. They introduce variable

ptical system parameters to generate multiple measurements and get

id of the prior knowledge of amplitude distribution at the sample plane.

he methodology can be divided into two categories: lateral and axial

canning strategies. As a lateral scanning technique, the ptychographic

terative engine (PIE) algorithm [8] shifts an aperture or a pinhole to cre-

te a series of overlapped diffraction patterns at the measuring plane. Its

emanding shifting operation slows down the reconstruction and leads

o a long acquisition time, which is then improved by LED array mi-
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roscope [9] , parallel calculation [10] , and modulation imaging with

 measured loose support [11] . Recently, these lateral scanning meth-

ds, such as single-shot pychography [12] and Fourier pychographic

icroscopy [5] , have made lots of achievements theoretically and ex-

erimentally. For axial scanning, the single-beam, multiple-intensity re-

onstruction technique (SBMIR) algorithm [13] and the multi-stage al-

orithm [14] both sequentially record diffraction and then process them

erially in the iterative update. By contrast, the amplitude-phase re-

rieval (APR) algorithm [15] deals with the measured diffraction pat-

erns in a parallel way and averages the estimations in the real space.

t has been demonstrated by experiment that these axial scanning algo-

ithms can be realized by using focus tunable lens [16] , multiple wave-

engths [17] , and multiple measuring distances [18] . 

Currently, all researches about these axial methods pay more atten-

ion on retrieving the object amplitude than the phase. But phase usu-

lly reflects much intrinsic information on the sample, for example, the

hickness of transparent biological specimens. Also, the discussion of

hese methods does not cover the application range where the object size

aries. Due to the two reasons, this paper investigates the performance

f three axial multi-image phase retrieval algorithms, including SBMIR,

ulti-stage and APR algorithm, under two typical object phase distri-

utions. Then, we discover their respective disadvantages. To tackle the

ssue, we propose a new hybrid algorithm, which achieves robust phase

econstruction while keeping a high-precision amplitude retrieval and

ignificantly reduces sensibility to the initialization. Also, we define the

ynamic range where these axial methods can effectively work, which

istinguishes them from the lateral scanning techniques. Thus, it will

e an instructive guideline for applying these popular algorithms. At

ength, the performance of our hybrid approach is also demonstrated in

xperiment. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of axial multi-image phase retrieval experiment (a) and tested samples for simulation: the multiplication of (b) and (c) forms an ideal complex amplitude 

function with a continuous phase; (d) and (e) forms one with a random phase. Both of them are rasterized in 256 ×256 pixels. 
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. Reconstructed performance analysis 

Before the further analysis, the optical system parameters need to be

eclared. The total of intensity measurements N is 8. Here the angular

pectrum analysis method is utilized to depict the free-space propaga-

ion in Fig. 1 (a). To satisfy the sampling theorem in simulation, the pixel

umber of image M ×M, the physical side length L, the working wave-

ength 𝜆 and the diffraction distance Z should follow [19] 

 

2 
≥ 

L 4 

M 

2 λ2 
− L 2 . (1)

Besides, it can be easily proved that once the first diffraction

istance Z 0 meets the sampling condition, the sequential distances

 = Z 0 + ( n − 1) d , 1 ≤ n ≤ N comply with it as well. 

Fig. 1 (c) and (e) are two typical sample phase distributions, namely

he continuous one and the random one. The former denotes the condi-

ion that the wave front gives a global smooth change and there are no

ingular points in the 2-D distribution. By contrast, the latter is gener-

ted from the normal Gaussian distribution, representing the condition

ith manifold jumps. Combined with a square pupil in Fig. 1 (b) and a

till object sketch picture in Fig. 1 (d) [20] as the amplitude function sep-

rately, they form a pair of tested complex amplitude functions, which

re taken as the ground truth for the following simulations. 

Generally, the mean square error (MSE) between the reconstructed

nd true amplitude distribution is adopted as an indicator of recovery

ccuracy. In this paper, we utilize the modified version of this metric to

larify the retrieved quality for amplitude and it is defined as 

MSE = lo g 10 

( 

1 
M × N 

∑
∀𝑚,𝑛 

||𝐴 𝑒𝑠𝑡 | − |𝐴 0 ||2 
) 

, (2) 

here 𝐴 𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝐴 0 denote the reconstructed amplitude and the object

mplitude respectively. For the phase, we bring standard deviation for

hase convergence criterion like as [13] 

STD = lo g 10 
[
std 

(
𝜑 𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝜑 0 

)]
, (3) 

here the symbol “std ” denotes the standard deviation between the es-

imated phase 𝜑 𝑒𝑠𝑡 and the true phase 𝜑 0 . 

When the continuous phase ranges from –𝜋 to 𝜋 and the random

hase from 0 to 𝜋, the LSTDs of these three axial algorithms are pic-

ured in Fig. 2 as the intensity measurements are taken at different po-

itions in the diffraction field of object. To denote the displacement, the

rst diffraction distance Z 0 increases from 15 mm to 110 mm with an

nterval of 5 mm. The distance d between two consecutive measuring

lanes follows the same value variation as Z 0 does. The working wave-

ength is 632.8 nm. The initialization of these three methods is set as

 zero matrix and the iterative procedure is executed until 1000 times

n all simulations. With these assumptions, the recovery performance of

hole diffraction filed is able to be built in Fig. 2 . Especially, each pair

f (Z 0 , d ) represents one of reconstructed results in the diffraction field.
17 
As is shown in Fig. 2 (a)–(c), three axial algorithms behave differ-

ntly for the recovery of object with a continuous phase. Two serial

omputing algorithms, SBMIR and Multi-stage, can obtain an excellent

hase reconstruction wherever the measurements are in the diffraction

eld. However, the retrieved result from APR, the parallel multi-image

lgorithm, has a high LSTD from the ground truth overall, and even

ppears a failure at some peculiar measurement conditions. 

It is the converse for the random phase condition. Almost all mea-

urements from the whole diffractive field guarantee an accurate phase

econstruction for APR, whose LSTD keeps around − 20 orders of mag-

itude in Fig. 2 (e). Nevertheless, the error distributions from SBMIR al-

orithm and Multi-stage algorithm are quite wavy and fluctuate heavily

t some particular pairs (Z 0 , d ) values shown in Fig. 2 (d) and (f). This

eans that these two serial calculation strategies are sensitive to the

osition of measuring planes in the diffraction field. Once Z 0 is chosen

mproperly, they will converge to a wrong solution. 

To conclude, neither of the serial and parallel multi-image algo-

ithms are able to have stable excellent performance to retrieve different

orms of phase. Usually, phase information reveals the variation of sam-

le thickness or refractivity. Continuous phase distribution represents

 low gradient variation of the index while random phase distribution

elongs a high one. Considering that the observed sample is compli-

ated in reality, it is nearly impossible to predict the phase form ahead.

herefore, both serial and parallel calculating methods could be impo-

ent. Also, the sample phase distribution may behave a mixture of the

ontinuous and random ones. An ambidextrous algorithm is needed to

ackle the phase issue. 

. Hybrid approach 

Here, we put forward a hybrid scheme: (a) using the first guess of

PR algorithm as the initialization; (b) carrying on the iteration with

ulti-stage algorithm. Its flowchart is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The symbol

 𝑁 

denotes the measured intensity. G is the propagation operator, which

epresents the diffraction computation in free space. The superscript ‘𝛼’

nd ‘- 𝛼’ denote forth and back propagation separately. 

In order to evaluate the convergence stability of three existing al-

orithms and the hybrid approach for the measurements from the

hole diffraction field, we define a parameter, GPRQ (global phase re-

rieval quality). 𝑃 Z 0 ,𝑑 represents the reconstructed phase distribution un-

er the first diffraction distance Z 0 and the interval d . The variables

 𝑃 1 Z 0 ,𝑑 
, 𝑃 2 Z 0 ,𝑑 

, ..., 𝑃 
𝑁 1 + 𝑁 2 
Z 0 ,𝑑 

) denote overall reconstructed results for whole

iffraction filed. In addition, we emphasize on whether or not phase

etrieval is sufficiently convergent, in this case, LSTD ( 𝑃 𝑍 0 ,𝑑 ) must be a

egative parameter here. If its LSTD satisfies 

𝑆 𝑇 𝐷 

(
𝑃 Z 0 ,𝑑 

)
> 

1 
𝛽
min 

[
𝐿𝑆 𝑇 𝐷 

(
𝑃 1 Z 0 ,𝑑 

, 𝑃 2 Z 0 ,𝑑 
, ..., 𝑃 

𝑁 1 + 𝑁 2 
Z 0 ,𝑑 

)]
, (3a)
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Fig. 2. LSTD of continuous and random phase retrieval from three axial multi-image algorithms when the measurements are taken at different places in the diffractive field. 

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the hybrid approach. The orange part is a parallel calculation of 

APR algorithm to generate an initialization for the blue part, Multi-stage algorithm. (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article) 
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ompared to the minimum of all LSTDs under different Z 0 and d , it will

e counted into N 1 as bad position pairs. These bad places comprise the

low-convergent or even non-convergent region in the whole diffraction

eld, namely ‘dead zone ’. The number of the other places is N 2 . As a

hreshold factor, 𝛽 is 2 here but it is adjustable for different situations

nd will not affect the final analysis. Thus, we have 

PRQ = 

𝑁 2 
𝑁 1 + 𝑁 2 

, (4)

s an indicator of convergence stability for phase retrieval. The larger

PRQ is, the better the algorithm performs. 
18 
Fig. 4 illustrates the global phase retrieval quality of four algorithms

nder two types of phase distributions. As phase range of object changes,

he GPRQ curves are done while K ranges from 0 to 40. In Fig. 4 , each

PRQ under one K denotes convergence stability of whole diffraction

eld, which is derived from the computation of many pairs of ( Z 0 , d )

ike as Fig. 2 . Hence the GPRQ curves in Fig. 4 are time-consuming and

ata-heavy so that the assessment of convergence stability is reliable.

or continuous phase, the phase range is selected as [-K 𝜋/20, K 𝜋/20],

 ≤ K ≤ 40, K ∈Z. For random phase, its range is chosen as [0, K 𝜋/20],

 ≤ K ≤ 40, K ∈Z. Especially, the reason why the tested range of random

hase is not fixed as like the range of continuous phase is that the ran-

om phase with [-K 𝜋, K 𝜋], K ∈Z, is entirely non-convergent. 

Overall, GPRQ of these axial multi-image algorithms decreases as

he range of object phase increases. As far as the continuous phase is

oncerned in Fig. 4 (a), three old algorithms can achieve the perfect re-

overy only in the range of [ − 0.8 𝜋, 0.8 𝜋]. However, the hybrid scheme

olds the high performance for the whole phase range. In Fig. 4 (b), it

ndicates that the hybrid scheme can work as well as APR algorithm,

rior to the other old algorithms. Its stable convergent range is parame-

erized as K = 20, namely [0, 𝜋]. In addition, the maximum of gradient

MG) of object phase surface for every K is used as a quantitative metric

or these two types phase modalities, which are depicted in the bottom

eft of Fig. 4 (a) and (b). Obviously, continuous phase denotes a target

ith a low gradient variation. On the contrary, random phase aims at

 high one. As we expect, hybrid approach holds stable convergence in

oth continuous and random phase, which actually improves the stabil-

ty of axial multi-image phase retrieval. 

On the basis of Multi-stage algorithm, our hybrid approach replaces

ts initial guess with one iteration of APR algorithm. Hence the compar-

son between hybrid approach and Mutli-stage algorithm with different

nitial guesses is essential to be given out. After feeding initialization

alue of 0, 1 and random data, the reconstructed image’s standard de-

iations of the continuous phase are listed in Table 1 . It is noted that

ur hybrid approach tremendously raises the insensibility to the initial-

zation. Even if facing with dead points, hybrid approach is still able to

chieve high-accuracy reconstruction. 
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Fig. 4. Global phase retrieval quality (GPRQ) of three axial multi-image phase retrieval and hybrid approach for continuous and random phase. (a) Continuous phase with the range of 

[-K 𝜋/20, K 𝜋/20], 0 ≤ K ≤ 40, K ∈Z; (b) Random phase with the range of [0, K 𝜋/20], 0 ≤ K ≤ 40, K ∈Z. 

Table 1 

Standard deviation of reconstructed results under different initial values. 

Algorithm (Z 0 , d ) unit: mm 0 1 Random data1 Random data2 

Multi-satge (20, 80) 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 

(20, 90) 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 

(110, 30) 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 

(110, 40) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 

Hybrid approach (20, 80) 5.1 ×10 − 14 5.1 ×10 − 14 5.1 ×10 − 14 5.1 ×10 − 14 

(20, 90) 5.1 ×10 − 14 5.1 ×10 − 14 5.1 ×10 − 14 5.1 ×10 − 14 

(110, 30) 4.3 ×10 − 15 4.3 ×10 − 15 4.3 ×10 − 15 4.3 ×10 − 15 

(110, 40) 1.6 ×10 − 13 1.6 ×10 − 13 1.6 ×10 − 13 1.6 ×10 − 13 

Fig. 5. Amplitude retrieval convergence curve of four algorithms. (a) four measured intensity patterns as the input; (b) eight measured intensity patterns as the input. 
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Except the advantages in phase retrieval, we also test the amplitude

etrieval ability of the hybrid approach. As is shown in Fig. 5 , its con-

ergence curve overlaps the Multi-stage one. Also, it converges to the

mallest LMSE, namely a more accurate result. For convergence speed,

BMIR algorithm holds the first place, multi-stage method comes second

nd APR method gets the last. Therefore, the hybrid approach inherits

he merits from both serial and parallel methods. 

The hybrid method can combine resverel images into an optical

iffraction process. It has potential application in color image encryp-

ion or multiple image encryption [1] . The phase retrieval algorithm

ill obtain a more accurate distribution of phase mask in optical system

iding serevel secret image. At the same time, the quality of expected

ncrypted image will be enhanced due to the small error of phase filters

esigned with the hybrid approach. 
p  

19 
. Dynamic range 

Here the dynamic range is investigated where these axial methods

re effective. In simulation, Z 0 is set as 100 mm and d equals to 20 mm,

ith eight measurements. The lengths of object image variates from 2

o 8 mm, where some propagation distances cause under-sampling. 

In Fig. 6 (a), the oversampling range L ≤ 3 mm, out of which sampling

ondition belongs to undersampling. We perform three axial methods

nd hybrid approach with different sampling length under 1000 and

000 iterations. Accordingly, the LSTDs of reconstructed images go up

ith the increase of sampling length. Note that even using large numbers

f iterations are incapable of successful recovery when the sampling

ondition Eq. (1 ) is not satisfied. 

As is opposite to Fig. 6 (a), Fig. 6 (b) shows the case where the sam-

ling condition is strictly met for each diffraction distance, which is im-
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Fig. 6. Reconstruction errors of four axial multi-image algorithms when the continuous phase is the input: (a) shows LSTD as the function of the object side length L and the iteration 

number NUM, in which the sample condition is not strictly met. (b) shows the case satisfying the sample condition totally with NUM = 1000. (c-e) are the reconstruction error from 

hybrid approach respectively, with L = 2 mm, L = 5 mm and L = 7 mm in (b), respectively. 

Fig. 7. The schematic of experiment. 
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lented by using enough sampling pixels for each side length. The sam-

ling pixels corresponding to each sampling length are listed by pink

ont inside Fig. 6 (b). It is surprising that these axial multi-image phase

etrieval algorithms are still unable to get the satisfactory reconstruction

hile L is beyond 5 mm. In other words, they have a limited application

ange related to the physical size of object. The increase of object size

ill end up with a failure of phase retrieval. For example, Fig. 6 (c)–

e) display the error of recovered and true phase ( 𝜑 𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝜑 0 ) for hybrid

pproach when L = 2 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm. L = 2 mm, strictly satisify-

ng Eq. (1 ), achieves phase recovery with magnitude of 10 − 14 shown in

ig 6 (c), which is successful to retrieve a full phase surface of object.

he rest have distortions to some extent, compared to Fig. 6 (c). There-

ore, we need to carefully pick up the suitable scheme for the observed

bject according to its physical size. 

. Experiment 

Here the experimental schematic is shown in Fig. 7 . A fiber laser

532 nm) incidents on a collimated lens to form a plane wave illumina-

ion. This plane beam passes through aperture to illuminate sample and

he corresponding diffraction patterns (Z = Z 0 + ( n − 1) d , 1 ≤ n ≤ N) are
20 
eceived by CCD camera (3.1 μm, Point Gray). Here the movement along

 axis is done by a precision linear stage (M-403, resolution 0.012 μm,

hysik Instrumente Inc.). 

In experiment, we employ a cross-shaped arrow as the sample and

ts reconstructed results are displayed in Fig. 8 . To obersve the perfor-

ance of phase retrieval, CCD camera is sequentially placed far away

rom the sample (Z 0 = 240 mm, d = 2 mm, N = 11). The sampling length

s chosen as 4.34 mm (1400 ×1400 pixels). After 20 iterations, the re-

onstructed results are given in Fig. 8 . For amplitude, it is difficult to

ell the difference among them. On the contrary, the improvement of

ybird approach is manifested by means of recovered phase. Compared

o APR, SBMIR and Multi-stage methods, the reconstucted phase map of

ybrid approach owns sharpest edge for chosen target, which demon-

trates that hybrid approach has excellent convergence quality. 

Another target, a part of USAF1951 resolution chart (R3L3S1N,

horlabs), is utilized as sample and its retrieved results are shown in

ig. 9 . Similar to Fig. 8 , the enhancement of hybird approach is not dis-

erned from reconstructed amplitude in Fig. 9 (a). But its structure is

asy to be recognized for retrieved phase map. In other words, phase

ontrast is strengthened on the edge of target for hybrid approach. As

e capture data along the direction of black arrow, the slicing outlines
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Fig. 8. The reconstructed amplitude and phase of cross-shaped arrow target for APR, SBMIR, Multi-stage and hybrid approach algorithm. The white bars correspond to 800 μm. 

Fig. 9. The reconstructed results of resolution chart for four algorithms. (a) reconstructed amplitudes and phases; (b) line plots of phase along black arrow. The white bars correspond 

to 300 μm. 
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f four recovered phase are shown in Fig. 9 (b). It is noted from Fig. 9 (b)

hat hybrid approach holds peak value similar to Multi-stage algorithm

nd valley value similar to APR algorithm, which proves that hybrid ap-

roach combine APR and Multi-stage method well. As we expect, this

ombination enhances the phase contrast for axial multi-image phase

etrieval. 

. Conclusion 

To sum up, this paper studies the performance of SBMIR, Multi-stage

nd APR algorithms under two typical object phase distributions and
21 
oint out their weakness. We put up a hybrid algorithm to tackle the

hase problem. The new hybrid algorithm can not only recover differ-

nt forms of phase, but also obtains a high-precision amplitude retrieval

nd significantly reduces sensibility to the initialization. Also, the appli-

ation range limited by the physical size of object is given for these

xial methods. The knowledge is very instructive when applying the it-

rative schemes. At last, these three algorithms and hybrid approach

re performed in experiment, which demonstrates that our hybrid ap-

roach enhances the contrast of reconstructed phase. Multiple distance

easurements, as a lensless imaging technique, is able to facilitate a

ompact and simple imaging implementation. With the plug-in of our
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